Reliable Paint Removal
for Every Need
Speedheater System continues to be the market leader in the further
development of paint stripping using Infrared Technology. We are known
world wide for our superior features in paint, putty and varnish removal.
Our products are easy to use for anyone and offer greater safety especially
when removing lead-based paint. All products are of high quality and using
them will result in more cost-effective results; premium wood preservation;
and a minimum environmental impact. Speedheater System's products are
used by home owners, professionals and preservationist alike.

Home owner
A couple have lived in their beautiful house
for many years and they have managed to
do several house projects themselves in the
past. A few years ago their house exterior
was in need of complete paint removal
before repainting since there were to many
layers of paint. They decided to hire a
contractor to do the whole exterior work. It
cost the couple $9000 for the paint removal
and repainting. They thought it was very
expensive but the Contractor said that the
chemicals used for the paint removal were
costly. They accepted those facts and were
very happy with the end result. Four years
after the exterior was completed they
noticed that the paint started to fall off.

Their first thought was that the paint used
on the house was of poor quality but they
were mistaken. Sample tests of the surface
showed that there was an active ingredient
common in chemical strippers.

Although the contractor was thorough
when he washed the chemical off, there is
still a chance that some traces remain on
wood and the whole paint removal process
starts again. This couple was determined
not to make a costly mistake again and took
their time in finding the best method for
paint removal. After recommendations by
several knowledgeable people they
decided to strip the paint off their house
with a Speedheater and they would also use
the same machine to restore the old
windows on their cottage.

Professional

Preservationist
The Marine Museum of Karlskrona in
Sweden are known for their many treasures
and for being meticulous in bringing back
historical object to a mint condition. A few
years ago they were hired by the
government of Denmark to restore their
seven historical figure heads with the
oldest one dating 1824 and the newest one
dating 1862. The whole restoration team
did a thorough research in finding the best
methods for this project. They took the
advice of the national heritage board in
Sweden where they said that a Speedheater
would be most gentle and effective paint
removal tool for this delicate restoration
project. The team was successful in
restoring all seven figure heads.

Wood boats are a beautiful sight to see but it also takes a
lot of hard work to keep in good condition. We were
contacted by a small boat yard owner who specialized in
different service work for wood boats. He had during
his years in the field removed varnish from many boats
using different methods such as chemicals, grinding and
a heat gun. He had heard from a painter friend that a
Speedheater worked excellent on paint and varnish and
that he should give it a try. He tried it out and was impressed with the speed and gentleness
of the Speedheater. Although he would still use the grinder for detail work and chemicals
on the bottom paint, the Speedheater solved a very big problem for him. Before, he would
not leave his trainee alone with a heat gun because of the risk of fire and damages on
wood. Now he can work on another boat while his trainee removes varnish with the
Speedheater.
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Solutions for Paint Removal

LI S T E D

Paint Stripping

SPEEDHEATER IR SYSTEM STANDARD is a
complete solution for different paint removal
jobs, large or small. This system can be used
when working on a ladder and the ladder
hook enables you to hang the Speedheater
when scraping. The different scraping tools,
are all you need for every type of paint
surface. The Speedheater Method TM is
based on paint removal on wooden surfaces
w i t h i n f r a r e d t e c h n o l o g y. I t i s
environmentally friendly and gentle on wood.
It is recommended by the National Heritage
Boards in Sweden, Norway and Finland.

SPEEDHEATER ARM CLASSIC is an
accessory to Speedheater IR System
Standard and makes a large exterior or
interior work very efficient. This accessory
speeds up the work to more than double.
Both hands are available for scraping and
while working on one area, the next area is
warmed up and prepared for scraping. The
Classic arm has many adjustment
possibilities and can be used on scaffolding
or with the included wall bracket.
Needed for this system: Vertical tube that
measures 1-1 ½“ in diameter.

Strip GREEN Strip SAFE Strip FAST
Remove paint, putty and varnish in just seconds, using
The Speedheater SystemTM from Sweden.
Our NEW UL approved Speedheater, hands free attachments
and unique professional scrapers is the best solution for the
toughest paint stripping problems.

Literary Hill Designs

SPEEDHEATER WINDOW TOOLS are an
accessory to Speedheater IR System
Standard and together becomes a complete
solution for window restoration. Our unique
scraping tools make it possible for you to
remove paint and putty at the same time,
easily and quickly, without breaking the
glass.

Phone (850) 212-0352
Fax (850) 297-1074
www.literaryhilldesigns.com

